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Task for Grace 
Grace and character relationships work sheet 

The relationship of Grace to other characters in the text is central to understanding the commentary that Drewe is providing on contemporary 

Australian society. This is not to say that relationships between other characters do not also bear meaningful interpretative fruit: the relationship 

between John Molloy, Henric Fischer & Bryon O'Malley presents a particular critique of the territory of scientific and historical knowledge (how it 

is contested and critiqued).  

Especially important throughout this text is Grace's relationship with the men around her: this is primarily as a result of the unwanted attentions of 

her stalker "The Icelander", and her relationship with men in particular which vary and change throughout the events of the novel. The strained 

nature of her relationship with men is a key technique whereby Drewe explores dimensions of gender associated with power struggles over self-

identity.   

Complete the following table detailing Grace’s relationship with various significant characters throughout the texts.    

Grace & ...  The nature and details of their 

relationship  

What Grace thinks about the 

relationship  

The effects and results of the 

relationship  

Significant quotes or 

evidence  

John Molloy      

Carl Gerard 

Brand  

    

The boy     
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Brett Stroller     

Garth Stroller     

Joel      

Bryon 

O'Malley  

    

Griff     

Evan Strachan     

Clara Aherne     

Kate Prouse     

Kelly Burnish     
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Extension and synthesising activities: 

Once the table has been finished students should rank their characters in terms of their importance in Grace's character development, growth 

and recovery.   

 Throughout the novel, who are the most important characters for the journey of the protagonist? 

Students compare their rankings with peers and debate any differences.  

Write an extended response to one of the following questions: 

 Who are the most vital characters for Grace's journey throughout the novel? 

 What contemporary representations of gender are depicted though Grace's relationship with different characters? How is the reader 

positioned to feel about Grace with respect to these different gender roles?  

 Research various character archetypes. Do any of the characters in Grace fit these character archetypes, such as protagonist, antagonist, 

foil, hero, etc.?  
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